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Abstract

This deliverable describes Web Services Execution Environment Archi-
tecture - WSMX Architecture. The document provides both a high-
level overview of the necessary system components and the interactions
between them (conceptual architecture) as well as a low-level definition
of component interfaces, connectivity and the applied events mecha-
nism used by the current reference implementation.
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1 Introduction

This deliverable describes a reference architecture of an execution environ-
ment for Semantic Web Service (SWS) called Web Service Execution Environ-

ment (WSMX). WSMX is a comprehensive software framework for the discov-
ery, selection, mediation, invocation and interoperation of Web services based
on their semantic descriptions. It is a reference implementation of the Web
Services Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [8] which defines a conceptual model for
various aspects of Semantic Web services. By implementing an environment
supporting service requester goals and goal driven discovery and invocation,
WSMX enables service requesters and providers to come together to achieve
specific tasks even when these service requesters and providers are not aware
of each other in advance and may have significant differences in their data and
public behaviour models.

The work described in this deliverable was carried out jointly between the
DERI-Ĺıon project funded by Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) and the DIP
project funded by European Union’s IST programme (no. FP6 - 507483). The
editors would also like to thank the members of the WSMO, WSML, and WSMX
working groups for their advice and input into this document.

1.1 Motivation for the Architecture

In general where advances in computer and information science occur their
uptake is greatly assisted by having tools and frameworks that allow both soft-
ware engineers and potential users to try out the new technology. WSMX aims
to address both these interest groups. For software developers interested in de-
veloping functional components that exploit the extra knowledge made available
in Semantic Web service descriptions, WSMX is provided as open-source soft-
ware with a license intended to make it as easy as possible for anyone to use the
software for research or commercial purposes. The WSMX architecture includes
a mechanism to allow components e.g. dicovery, to be developed by a third party
and plugged in to the WSMX framework with minimum requirements on the
component’s developers.

From the perspective of potential users of Semantic Web services, WSMX
provides a means to focus on maximising the benefits offered by being able to
unambiguously describe the functional and non-functional aspects of Web ser-
vices without having to invent a framework that knows how to handle those
descriptions. WSMX provides the glue that brings the features promised by Se-
mantic Web service technology to life. In the same way as middleware systems
hide the detail of how they link autonomous heterogeneous applications and
systems together, a Semantic Web services environement such as WSMX hides
the detail and complexity of how the requester and provider of Web services
can communicate with each other even where they do not know each other in
advance, speak different languages and expose different behaviours at their ser-
vice interfaces. WSMX has the potential to offer a credible lightweight solution
to the problems faced in integrating applications and business systems across
the Web.

There are no comparable architectures of execution frameworks for Web ser-
vices based on WSDL [3] descriptions. Specifications such as SOAP [6], WSDL
and UDDI [2] provide powerful underlying tools which WSMX also uses. How-
ever the technologies for traditional Web service discovery, composition and
invocation are limited by the absence of semantics which keeps much of the re-
sponsibility for linking Web services together on the shoulders of the developers
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creating the services, the clients and, in the case of composition, the designers
of the workflow descriptions (e.g. using BPEL or Microsoft Biztalk).

1.2 Architecture Style

Software architectures are concerned with providing a high level description
of a system explaining how the system, from a design perspective, addresses
the problems it needs to solve. It takes account of the immediate and longer
term requirements of the system, the existing technologies, new technologies
that are coming on-streeam and provides the vision of how the system can be
designed to achieve its goals. WSMX is a service oriented architecture (SOA)
that adopts the two principles below taken from the Web Services Modelling
Framework (WSMF) [4].

• Component decoupling
This is a principle of SOAs that emphasises the strong de-coupling of the
various components that realize a software system. Making components
self-contained supports a clear separation of concerns. Each component
has a well defined functionality that can be utilized by other components.

• Standardization of external behaviour of components
The external interfaces of the components within the WSMX architecture
are not expected to change very often. By having well defined component
interfaces and behaviour descriptions, we separate the implementation of
the individual components from the operation of the system as a whole.
One of the long-term aims for WSMX is the support of dynamic execu-
tion semantics. Execution semantics provide a formal description of the
operation of a system. By dynamic execution semantics, we mean that
it should be possible to load a description of how WSMX should operate
at runtime without having to restart the system. For example, a particu-
lar deployment of WSMX might never require data mediation because all
data and processes available to the WSMX are homogeneous. In such a
case an execution semantics might be defined to ignore this component.
This can be relevant in systems where, for optimization reasons, even a
pass-through call to a component where the component takes no action
might be too time consuming.

We can also imagine scenarios where a deployment of WSMX is provided
with a new component whose functionality was not considered in the over-
all WSMX design - it may be a specific requirement for that specific de-
ployment. This could lead to a requirement to extend the principle of
standardized component interfaces in the future.

An initial set of components have been identified to make WSMX a reality
and to provide the basic functionality required for executing SWS, namely dis-
covery, mediation, composition and invocation. By adopting the SOA style and
by building a highly flexible messaging infrastructure at its heart, WSMX is well
placed to include new components offering functionality as required. Indeed the
possiblity of adding new components on the fly is a strong motivational factor
in the ongoing design and development of WSMX.

So far we have talked about how WSMX looks on the inside but a second
crucial aspect of WSMX is how it adapts to a distributed system model. In other
words, by design WSMX is not intended as a standalone centralised system.
Rather each deployment of WSMX is intended to be considered a node in a
peer to peer (P2P) network. In this network, each node of WSMX will have
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the same lightweight event driven SOA at its core. Components will be plugged
into any any node of WSMX as required. Architecturally speaking, it is not
necessary that any particular functional component be deployed on the same
physical server as WSMX itself although, in the short to mid-term, phase of
development, this is the most likely design that will be implemented. By viewing
WSMX as a federation of nodes in a P2P network, additional approaches for
service discovery and composition open up.

1.3 Architecture versus Design & Implementation

This deliverable provides both a high level conceptual architecture with an
overview of system components and their functionality, as well as come detail on
more technical aspects of the system design. Despite the inclusion of these more
detailed technical design aspects of WSMX , this document is not intended as
a technical system documentation or as a programmers reference. A detailed
technical design document describing the implemention aspects of WSMX will
be included with the open source code and documentation.

1.4 Organisation of the Document

The rest of this document is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a high
level view of the architecure both in terms of the functional components of
WSMX and how WSMX can operate in a P2P network. Section 3 provides a
structural view of WSMX with functional descriptions of the components cur-
rently defined for a WSMX node and the definition of their interfaces. Section 4
describes the execution semantics while Section 5 discusses the behavioural view
of WSMX - how the execution semantics (described in section 4) are reflected
in the architecture. Section 6 provides a document summary.
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2 Architecture Overview

This section is intended to provide an overview of two aspects of WSMX
architecture brought up in the introduction. The first is the idea that each
deployment of WSMX is intended to be considered as a node in a P2P network.
The second aspect we look into here is how the architecture of WSMX relates
to the style of grouping system functionality into layers where the interaction
between layers is well defined.

2.1 A P2P Network of WSMX Nodes

In general a P2P network is one in which there is no central controling entity.
Each node in the network can communicate with any other node to co-operate
together in performing some task(s). The most well known P2P networks in
recent years have been concerned with sharing video and audio files among a
community of users. Each user has software enabling the P2P network on their
machine and the network addresses of machines in the network are available
to all users of the P2P services. In reality, many networks advertised as P2P
have a central node used for member management but this is not relevant to
our point.

P2P networks offer the advantage of allowing data and functionality to be
split up across the network while at the same time allowing peers to co-operate
in achieving tasks requiring this data or functionalty even though it may be
distributed across different locations. From the WSMX perspective, a typical
use-case would be for service discovery. A WSMX node receives a goal definition
and uses the discovery component at that node to search for matching services.
The search takes place across Web service descriptions that are known to the
service registry for that node. Where no match is found, in a P2P network, the
first WSMX node could forward the discovery request to another WSMX node
known to it. Again if the second node has no success, it could possibly forward
the request again to a third WSMX node and so on. We envisage that there
would need to be policies in place to control the depth of recursion that would
be allowed.

Figure 1: WSMX Nodes in a P2P Network
[9]
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As each WSMX node would be itself a Web service with a WSMO seman-
tic description, the invocation of a component in another WSMX node in the
network would be the same as for any other Web service invocation. Figure
1 shows how a simple P2P WSMX network with three nodes would look. In
the figure each WSMX has a different backend system associated with it. For
the discovery example mentioned earlier, each WSMX node could have different
service descriptions in its registry corresponding to specific functionality offered
by the associated backend application.

A P2P network architecture of WSMX nodes is a long term vision for
WSMX. It is likely that the development of this aspect of WSMX will be driven
by the requirements of service discovery as Web services are situated all around
the Internet and it is extremely unlikely that one single global registry of service
descriptions will ever exist.

2.2 Overview of a single WSMX Node: SOA vs Layers

The most dominant style adopted by WSMX is that of a Service Oriented
Architecture, a software system consisting of a set of collaborating software
components (or services) with well defined interfaces that, by exchanging mes-
sages, together perform a set of tasks. It is not necessary for the components to
necessarily live in the same address space, nor even in different address spaces
on the same machine. They may very well live on physically separated servers
communicating over a network channel through multiple communication proto-
cols.

Loose coupling of system components is the cornerstone of SOAs. This
is reflected in WSMX where independent pieces of functionality are provided
in components. Each WSMX component provides a service that consists of a
logical unit of system code, application code, persistency layers and a public
interface to acccess the service. In short anything that as a unit can carry out
an application-level operation. Services are often characterized by exactly these
operations, which they provide to other components. Preferably these services
have machine-processable meta-data descriptions.

The internal communication model for WSMX is based on an event-based
messaging mechanism. This enables the good practice of implementation-hiding,
where the implementation of a service should be of no concern to an entity using
the service. In the long term the decoupled nature of WSMX allows for load-
balancing and clustering of components for optimization. The benefit of the
approach is increased flexibility, better extensibility and dramatically improved
reusability. Having an SOA facilitates, does not guarantee, that these goals will
be achieved but is a good basis from which to start.

Layering is a very common architectural style where the functionality of a
system is decomposed into logical layers. Each layer corresponds to an abstrac-
tion of some aspect of the system. In most cases higher up layers can request
services from lower layers but not the other way around. Software systems have
progressed from initial one layer systems (e.g. mainframes) through two layer
systems (e.g. simple client server) through to n-layer systems where multiple
layers representing the business logic of the system are defined. An example of
a layered architecture was used in version 0.1 of the WSMX architecture and is
shown in figure 2

In figure 2 the user interface included the functionality for registering service
descriptions with WSMX and for displaying information on the execution of the
system. The logic layer included the functional components and the commu-
nication layer was responsible for handling the exchange of messages between
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Figure 2: Layers Used in WSMX v0.1 Architecture

WSMX and the requesters and providers of Web services. Finally the persis-
tence layer consisted of the database system used for data storage and retrieval.

With the adoption of a SOA for WSMX the layered pattern used for WSMX
v0.1 is less appropriate. The functional components previously intended for the
logic layer e.g. discovery, mediation etc. are now avalable to WSMX as internal
services. WSMX has a microkernel at its core which manages the mechanism for
adding, removing and updating functional components and which implements
an event based message exchange mechanims. The functionality of the user
interface is still a discrete layer of functionality but it also appears to WSMX
as a service that can accept and receive messages. This is a difference with
layered models that allow higher level layers to call lower level layers but not
the other way around. The communication layer is now also provided as a set
of components acting a services. In the case of persistency, WSMX still uses
an external data storage system for storing functional and non-functional data.
However access to the persistency is again represented by a component that
communicates with the event system in the same way as the other functional
components. Figure 3 illustrates this structure. In this figure the encircled
boxes can be considered to represent clusters of related functionality in some
ways similar to the idea of grouping related functionality in layers.

Figure 3: Overview of Services in WSMX v0.2 SOA
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3 Structural View

This section takes a more detailed look at the various components that have
been defined as part of the architecture for WSMX. The components discussed
here are those that are included for the current version of WSMX. To acheive its
aims of providing an industrial strength integration framework based on Seman-
tic Web services, WSMX will need many more components. In particular, issues
like security, transactionality, reliability, negotiation, monitoring etc. must be
addressed. The developement plan for WSMX intends to incrementally add
such functionality.

This section is organised as follows. We first look at the overall structural
view of the WSMX architecture. The following subsections describe the intended
functionality of each of the components. The descriptions are not precise specifi-
cations - this will be the responsibility of the individual component developers.
However, the interfaces described for the components in these subsections is
the exact interface that the implementations of the components must support.
This refers to one of the two principles adopted by WSMX described in the
introduction, namely, the standardization of external behaviour of components.

The next sections provide a short description of each of the functional com-
ponents in the current version of the WSMX architecture. The interface for each
component is defined but is included separately in Appendix B for document
space and formatting reasons.

3.1 Architecture Components

The WSMX architecture consists of a set of loosely-coupled components
as presented in Figure 4. These can be plugged-in and plugged-out from the
system. The components that are provided with the WSMX reference imple-
mentation can be easily replaced by other components, e.g. by those provided
by third parties.

For each component, public interfaces are defined, that can be either accessed
by components provided with the reference implementation, or by components
provided by independent component providers. The WSMX reference imple-
mentation provides the complete implementation of all of the components, but
deployments of WSMX are free to use components provided any party as long
as they implement the defined interface.

3.1.1 Core Component

The Core Component is the central part of WSMX, and all the other com-
ponents are managed by it. All interactions between components will be coor-
dinated through the Core Component. The business logic of the system, the
events engine, the internal workflow engine, the distributed components load-
ing, etc. will all be subcomponents of the Core Component. At this stage the
Core Component is the central module of WSMX. In the future, in order to
ensure increased reliability of WSMX, a clustering mechanism for distributed
Core Components might be developed. For resource intensive operations, many
instances of the Core Components can be instantiated on several machines to
create a WSMX cluster.

Interface. There is no specific interface defined for the Core Component. Al-
though it is possible to envisage an implementation of WSMX in which com-
ponents communicate directly without use of the Core Component at all, it is
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Figure 4: WSMX Architecture

recommended to have the Core Component coordinate and manage all other
components. No specific interface is enforced at presesent.

While at this stage the specification is under development, the interface
of the Core Component is not standardized. This is subject to change in the
future, as federated WSMXs are planned, where the Core Components might be
distributed (in the current architecture design, the core component remains the
only centralized entity of the whole system) and provided by different vendors.

In the reference implementation, an intermediate layer of wrappers is pro-
vided in order to interface the Core Components with all the other components.
To enable one component of the system to communicate with another compo-
nent, its wrapper must implement the interfaces of the components with which
this component communicates.

3.1.2 Resource Manager

The ResourceManager is the interface for WSMX persistent storage. The com-
ponent implementing this interface is responsible for storing every data item
WSMX uses. The WSMO API provides a set of Java interfaces that can be
used to represent the domain model defined by WSMO. WSMO4j1 provides
both the API itself and a reference implementation but it is not a pre-requisite
that implementations of the Resource Manager use WSMO4j.

Currently WSMX defines interfaces for six repositories. Four of these repos-
itories correspond to the top level concept of WSMO i.e. Web services, on-
tologies, goals, and mediators. The fifth repository is used by WSMX for
non-WSMO data items e.g. events and messages. Finally the sixth repository
stores WSDL documents used to ground WSMO service descriptions to SOAP
or SOAP/HTTP. In the longer term the WSMX working group recognises that
ebXML [7] and UDDI repositories can be used for WSMX data persistence.

Interface. Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 describe these interfaces.

3.1.3 Service Discovery

The WSMX Dicovery component is concerned with finding Web service de-
scriptions that match the goal specified by the service requester. It is not in

1http://wsmo4j.sourceforge.net/
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the scope of this architecture document to specify how the discovery is imple-
mented but the intent is that the WSMO description of the goal a user wishes
to achieve (described in terms of a desired capability with preconditios, as-
sumptions, effects and postconditions) is matched to the WSMO description of
Web services known to WSMX (described in terms of offered capabilities). The
discovery component returns a (possibly empty) list of Web service descriptions.

Interface. Table 9 describes the interface.

3.1.4 Non-functional Selector

The Non-functional Selector is a component used to select the most suitable
service from a list of matching services matched by discovery. For example, a
service requester may define preference for the selection of the most suitable dis-
covered Web service. If discovery results in more than one service that satisfies
the goal, the selection interface is used to chose one based on specified preferences
preferences. Selection does not involve making an invocation on the service.

Interface. Table 10 describes the interface.

3.1.5 Negotiation (Functional Selector)

The Functional Selector is used to select the most suitable service from a list
of matching services where the services must be actually invoked as part of the
selection procedure. For example a discovered book selling service may match
all the rquire preferences but still may need to be actually invoked to determine
if the required book is available from the specific service.

Interface. Table 11 describes the interface.

3.1.6 Data Mediator

A WSMX DataMediator component has the role of reconciling the data het-
erogeneity problems that can appear during discovery, composition, selection or
invocation of Web Services. This interface is dedicated for the runtime phase
mediation process. The run-time component implementing this interface has the
role of retrieving from storage the already-created mappings, to transform them
into rules, and finally to execute them against the specified incoming instances
(input) in order to obtain the target instances (output). Since the mappings
represent the connection point between the two sub-components (design-time
and run-time) one of the dependencies for the run-time component relates to
the mapping storage level. Another crucial dependency relates to the reasoning
system used for executing the rules in the final stage of the mediation process.

Interface. Tables 12 describes the interface.

3.1.7 Process Mediator

A WSMX Process Mediator has the role of reconciling the public process hetero-
geneity that can appear during the invocation of Web Services. That is, ensuring
that the public processes of the invoker and the invoked Web Service match.
Since both the invoker and the Web Service publish their public processes as
choreographies, and the public processes are executed by sending/receiving mes-
sages, the Process Mediation Component will deal with reconciliation of message
exchange patterns based on choreography.
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Interface. Tables 13 describes the interface.

3.1.8 CommunicationManager

The Communication Manager is responsible for dealing with the protocols
for sending and receiving messages to and from WSMX. Its external behaviour
is accessed through the Invoker and Receiver interfaces. The WSMX Receiver inter-
face expects the contents of all messages it receives to be expressed in WSML.
Each WSML messages may represent a goal to be achieved or be a message
corresponding to a choreography or orchestration instance that already exists.
The Communication Manager accepts the message and handles any transport
and security protocols used by the message sender. The execution semantics
of WSMX determine how the WSML message should be handled based on the
defined execution semantics of the system.

The Invoker is used by the execution semantics of WSMX when a Web service
needs to be invoked. The invoker receives the WSMO description of the service
and the data that the service expects to receive. It is responsible for making
the actual invocation of an operation on a service. In the majority of existing
Web service implementations, this means ensuring that the semantic descrip-
tion of both the data and the behaviour of the Web service are grounded to
the corresponding WSDL descriptions. It is anticpated that a separate ground-
ing component to work with the invoker will be required in future versions of
WSMX.

The external behaviour of the system is defined in a new WSMO4j interface
called EntryPoint. The intent is that the EntryPoint interface be implemented by
any WSMO compliant Semantic Web services environments to facilitate seam-
less run-time integration of these systems. The EntryPoint interface represents
the external behaviour of the system. It is currently implemented by the Com-
munication Manager but is described separately in the section 4.1.

Interface. Table 14 describes the Invoker interface and table 15 describes the
Receiver interface.

3.1.9 Choreography Engine Interface

A WSMO Choreography defines how to interact with the web service in terms
of exchanging messages the so-called communication patterns.

Interface. Table 16 descibes the Choreography component interface.

3.1.10 Parser Interface

The Parser checks if the syntax of receieved WSML descriptions is correct.
Only if correct, the descriptions are parsed into WSMO4j data object used as
the internal data representation for WSMO.

Interface. Table 17 descibes the Parser component interface.

3.1.11 Orchestration Interface

The functionality and interface for the WSMX Orchestration are not defined
in this version of the document.
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3.1.12 Web Service Modelling Toolkit Interface

The Web Services Modeling Toolkit (WSMT) provides user interface tools
for WSMX management and monitoring including a WSML editor. The archi-
tecture and design of WSMT is described in the WSMX deliverable D9.1. Its
current documentation is available at [5].

3.1.13 Reasoner Interface

There is no agreement on a stable Resasoner interface so far. Once work
on WSMO reasoner implementation will finalize, its interface will become stan-
dardized through WSMX infomodel.
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4 Behavioural View

WSMX is a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), which means that it is a
software system consisting of a set of collaborating software components with
well defined interfaces that together perform a task. These components do not
necessarily live in the same address space, not even in different address spaces
on the same machine, instead they may very well live on different continents
communicating over a network channel through multiple protocol stacks. This
situation creates its own unique demands, born out of latency, memory access,
concurrency and failure of subsystems, which the architecture must be able to
cope with. All these aspects are going to be addressed in subsequent steps
during designing and implementing reference implementation of WSMX.

SOAs differentiate themselves from other distributed systems through the
concept of loose coupling brought to its extremes. Strong de-coupling of the
various components that realize an e-commerce application is one of major fea-
ture of WSMO. In WSMX conceptually independent pieces of functionality has
been grouped in components. Each of WSMX components provides services -
a single of which is a logical unit of system code, application code, persistency
layers, in short anything that as a unit can carry out an application-level oper-
ation. Services are often characterized by exactly these operations, which they
provide to other components. Preferably services have descriptions in machine-
processable meta-data. The architecture described in this document describes
an internal communication mechanism for an SOA based on an events-based
mechanism. However one can also envision an infrastructure coordinated with-
out events.

In WSMX, communication between components takes place through events.
It enables the good practice of implementation-hiding, in which the implemen-
tation of a service should be of no concern to the client of the service. All of
this together should result in increased flexibility, better extensibility and dra-
matically improved reusability. in particular it facilitates the addition, upgrade
or removal of functional components while at the same time maintaining the
stability of the syste. Situations where new components are added to WSMX
that were not considered during the initial design are examples of where there
would be benefits for a flexible, dynamic mechanism of defining how the system
operates. This is what we mean when we discuss the topic of dynamic execution

semantics for WSMX.

4.1 Standardization of WSMX External Behaviour

Functionality provided by the WSMX system as the whole can be described
in terms of its entry points - the standardized interfaces of the system enabling
communication with any external entities requesting services from the system.
More details on system functionality can be found in the execution semantics
document [11], which formally specifies the desired operational behaviour of
WSMX, serving not only as a reference for developers but also as a means of
validation and model-checking.

In the current version of the system we define execution semantics with
three possible branches each of them starting with one entry point. These
three mandatory entry points must be available in each working instance of
any system, which is WSMX compliant. Entry points also define the required
functionality of WSMX compliant systems. By selecting a given entry point a
client request the functionality that is associated with it and the corresponding
execution semantic is triggered to operate on the set of components that is
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necessary to fulfill the request. While the entry points are about what WSMX
does, the execution semantics that are associated with it are about how WSMX
does this. These three obligatory entry points have signatures described in table
1:

Table 1: Entry Point Interface
Method Summary

Context achieveGoal(WSMLDocument wsmlDocument)

Context getWebService(WSMLDocument wsmlDocument)

Context invokeWebService(WSMLDocument wsmlDocu-

ment, Context context)

We provide a short description of each of these methods:

Context achieveGoal(WSMLDocument)
Any external entity, which expects to get its goal realised might wish to pro-

vide a formal description of a Goal (in WSMO terms). The requester receives
a Context which he can use as a correlation identifier. WSMX discovers, se-
lects and executes a Web service on behalf of the service requester. The service
requester might receive a final confirmation or data returned from the invoked
service. Two ways in which this can be carried out are (i) the requester provides
an endpoint which can be invoked by WSMX to send the return data and (ii)
WSMX sends the return data to an intermediary adapter which may return the
data to the requester as if all operations carried out by WSMX had happened
synchronously. In general WSMX is based on an asybchronous model for service
invocation.

Context getWebService(WSMLDocument)
The getWebService entry point addresses the a likely realistic scenario where

the service requester might wish to consult WSMX to find a single Web services
capable of satisfying their Goal. In this call, service requester provides Goal
and and expects to get back a context in return. This context can then be used
by the requester in a subsequent call to WSMX to make the service invocation.

Context invokeWebService(WSMLDocument, Context)
The invokeWebService entry point allows a requester to invoke a Web service

using a context established at some eralier points.

An additional interface called WSMORegistry is defined for WSMO compli-
ant execution environments for operations related to the storage, retrieval and
removal of WSMO objects from the implemented WSMO registry. The types
used in this interface are defined in WSMO4j. The methods of the interface are
described in table 2:

Additionally to these three entry points, we plan that WSMX will provide
an engine to support dynamic execution semantics enabling execution of any
formal description of system behaviour. In this way we can also define mul-
tiple operational paths through the system independent of the code used to
implement the functional components.
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Table 2: Entry Point Interface
Method Summary

void store (WSMLDocument wsmlMessage)

The Store method provides an ad-
ministration interface for the system en-
abling to store any WSMO related entities
(like Web Services, Goals, Ontologies) and
making them available for other parties us-
ing WSMX system.

Set<Identifiable> retrieve(Namespace namespace)

Retrieve the set of all Identifiables
for the specified Namespace.

Identifiable retrieve(Identifier identifier)

Retrieve the Identifiable corre-
sponding to the specified identifier.

void remove (WSMLDocument wsmlMessage)

Remove the WSMO elements con-
tained in the input WSML document.

4.2 Dynamic Execution Semantics

During design process of WSMX several steps have been undertaken, in-
cluding describing its conceptual model, specifying its formal system execution
semantics and designing its architecture. By providing the conceptual model
the common reference vocabulary for the development team has been defined,
which has been meant to be used at different phases of the project. Execution
semantics - the formal specification of the operational behavior is normally used
for a number of reasons during software development.

As described by [10] in the context of WSMX we were initially interested
in modeling the execution semantics of WSMX in such a way that developers
understand the system, that certain properties of the system can be inferred and
that it enables model-driven execution of the system’s components. Execution
semantics also provide a clean way to separate the functional semantics from
the operational semantics, which makes the introduction of completely new
components or changes in how components interact possible without affecting
clients of WSMX.

The WSMX Architecture delivered a detailed description of the overall sys-
tem, components interfaces and specification of the functionality expected from
the particular components. One of the key design decisions we undertook for
WSMX has been to keep individual components decoupled one from each other
and to enable components distribution across the network. The development of
the high-speed networks makes it possible to distribute services across various
machines achieving complete functionality by combining these partitioned and
distributed resources. The effective way to exploit advantages provided by net-
work and achieve system scalability requires partitioning system functionality
into coarse-grained components with well defined interfaces which can provide
a small but complete functionality required by this system.

The initial version of WSMX included only one possible execution seman-
tic which was hard-coded into components of the system. This approach very
quickly showed weaknesses of WSMX design revealed by new requirements and
use cases provided by potential users of the system. The initial architecture
approach was refined to accommodate a mechanism to incorporate new compo-
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nents and methods enabling adding and removing any new formal definitions of
execution semantics describing operational behavior of the system without the
need to recompile the whole platform any time such new execution semantic be-
comes available. The first step to enable new execution semantics in the system
has been the design of execution semantics (or in SOA terminology - ”busi-
ness processes”) - a group of business activities undertaken by a management
component in pursuit of a common goal.

While for WSMX we used Petri nets [1], we do not restrict dynamic ex-
ecution engine to any specific formalism. One tool used, CPNTools2, make it
possible to model so-called high-level Petri-nets, extending classical Petri nets
with hierarchy, color and time. The tool used for definition of business process
must make it possible to verify certain properties of the model; it must check
some simple properties such as syntactical correctness, unreachable states or
unsatisfiable conditions. While we define process, we made an abstract declara-
tions that services will be requested by using services interfaces (see figure 5),
but actually we do not bind the process to the concrete service, which is going
to be invoked during run time.

Figure 5: Sample Abstract Execution Semantics Definition

Apart from process definition, we recognized another requirement to enable
dynamic execution semantics - runtime ability to plug-in and plug-out compo-
nents. In WSMX we enable reconfiguration, management, and monitoring of
available software components. We maintain that system must be capable to
host deployable components and to reconfigure them during initialization and
as during runtime.

The persistent configuration support is responsible for loading the various
components into memory, for which sophisticated and decentralized configura-
tion systems provide the necessary flexibility. Configuration of the individual
components can either be deliver as a descriptor file or as code annotations.
Having abstract process definition and components installed in the system, we
generate wrappers for components (see figure 6). The purpose of the wrapper
is to separate components from transport layer for events.

As mentioned before although we also recommend building the communica-
tion inside Semantic Web Services architecture based on event paradigm, the
system components can be coordinated without events. WSMX is an event-

2http://wiki.daimi.au.dk/cpntools/cpntools.wiki
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based system, consisting of many wrappers that communicate using events.
Wrappers exhibit an asynchronous form of communication. One wrapper raises
an event with some message content and another wrapper can at some point
in time consume this event and react upon it. Components offering services to
WSMX remain unaware of event infrastructure, while they solely communicate
with their own wrappers, while event consumptions and production is taking
place only on a wrapper level. In fact the component themselves are even un-
aware of their wrappers since they are the process that drives the component,
acting as a kind of distributed schedulers. The transport mechanism has been
also decoupled from the system by using Transport interface, which hides details
of event transport mechanism.

Figure 6: Process, its wrappers and context

Figure 7 depicts the complete architecture enabling decoupling of compo-
nents from execution semantics in Semantic Web Services architecture. Deploy-
ment of any new execution semantics will remein transparent to components.
Based on execution semantics definition, these wrappers will be only capable to
consume and produce particular types of events. In a running system dynamic
execution semantics is achieved by mapping abstract system behavior into real
event infrastructure of the system.

To assure that there are no design flaws, livelocks or deadlocks the formal
verification of the model must take place before model is deployed to the system.

5 Summary

In this document we described the architecture of the current version of
WSMX. In particular we focussed on how WSMX has evolved as a Service
Orineted Architecture (SOA) from earlier versions. The adoption of the princi-
ples of component decoupling and standardized component interface definitions
provide WSMX with flexibility as the implementations of functional components
mature and components are removed or added.
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Figure 7: Event SOA for WSMX

The document described the structural view of the current WSMX compo-
nents, listing and describing their publicly observable interfaces. In the section
on dynamic execution semantics we discussed the benefits of separating the
functional and behavioural description of a system. By adopting an architec-
ture where the execution semantics can be updated or changed on-the-fly, we
are aiming at providing as flexible a system as possible as well as attempting to
future-proof the design. We can not predict all possible components and combi-
nations of components that could be useful in a WSMX deployment but we aim
to support the plug-in and out of such components as they become available
and are required.
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7 Appendix A. Changelog

2005.06.13

• Refactored the document structure

• Updated the interface descriptions in the structural view to be up to date
with current WSMX release.

• Added summary

2005.04.12

• Refactored the document structure

• Initial draft of section on architecture overview and methodology

• Revised section on structural view

2005.04.11

• Further refinements of structure

• Further refinements of dynamic execution semantics
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2005.03.07

• Added first cut for dynamic execution semantics

2005.01

• Document created

8 Appendix B. Component Interface Tables

Table 3: Goal Resource Manager Interfacse
Method Summary

void saveGoal(Goal goal)

Save a goal to the repository
void removeGoal(Goal goal)

Remove a goal from the repository
Set<Identifier> getGoalIdentifiers()

Get all goal identifiers from the
repository

Set<Identifier> getGoalIdentifiers(Set<Object>searchTerms,

boolean conjunctive)

Gets a set of goal identifiers from
the repository that match the searchterms
joined using the conjunctive in the input
parameters

Set<Identifier> getGoalIdentifiers(Namespace namespace)

Gets the set of goal identifiers cor-
responding to a particular namespace from
the repository

boolean containsGoal(Identifier identifier)

Determine if the repository contains
the goal corresponding to the identifier

Goal loadGoal(Identifier identifier)

Returns a goal object corresponding
to the identifier from the repository

Set<Goal> loadAllGoals()

Returns a set of all goal objects
from the repository
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Table 4: Mediator Resource Manager Interface
Method Summary

void saveMediator(Mediator mediator)

Save a mediator to the repository
void removeMediator(Mediator mediator)

Remove a mediator from the repos-
itory

Set<Identifier> getMediatorIdentifiers()

Get all mediator identifiers from the
repository

Set<Identifier> getMediatorIdentifiers(Set<Object>searchTerms,

boolean conjunctive)

Gets a set of mediator identi-
fiers from the repository that match the
searchterms joined using the conjunctive in
the input parameters

Set<Identifier> getMediatorIdentifiers(Namespace namespace)

Gets the set of mediator identifiers
corresponding to a particular namespace
from the repository

boolean containsMediator(Identifier identifier)

Determine if the repository contains
the mediator corresponding to the identi-
fier

Mediator loadMediator(Identifier identifier)

Returns a mediator object corre-
sponding to the identifier from the reposi-
tory

Set<Mediator> loadAllMediators()

Returns a set of all mediator objects
from the repository
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Table 5: Web Service Resource Manager Interface
Method Summary

void saveWebService(WebService webService)

Save a WebService to the repository
void removeWebService(WebService webService)

Remove a WebService from the
repository

Set<Identifier> getWebServiceIdentifiers()

Get all WebService identifiers from
the repository

Set<Identifier> getWebServiceIdentifiers(Set<Object>searchTerms,

boolean conjunctive)

Gets a set of WebService identi-
fiers from the repository that match the
searchterms joined using the conjunctive in
the input parameters

Set<Identifier> getWebServiceIdentifiers(Namespace namespace)

Gets the set of WebService
identifiers corresponding to a particular
namespace from the repository

boolean containsWebService(Identifier identifier)

Determine if the repository contains
the WebService corresponding to the iden-
tifier

WebService loadWebService(Identifier identifier)

Returns a WebService object corre-
sponding to the identifier from the reposi-
tory

Set<WebService> loadAllWebServices()

Returns a set of all WebService ob-
jects from the repository
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Table 6: Ontology Resource Manager Interface
Method Summary

void saveOntology(Ontology ontology)

Save a Ontology to the repository
void removeOntology(Ontology ontology)

Remove an Ontology from the
repository

Set<Identifier> getOntologyIdentifiers()

Get all Ontology identifiers from
the repository

Set<Identifier> getOntologyIdentifiers(Set<Object>searchTerms,

boolean conjunctive)

Gets a set of Ontology identi-
fiers from the repository that match the
searchterms joined using the conjunctive in
the input parameters

Set<Identifier> getOntologyIdentifiers(Namespace namespace)

Gets the set of Ontology identifiers
corresponding to a particular namespace
from the repository

boolean containsOntology(Identifier identifier)

Determine if the repository contains
the Ontology corresponding to the identi-
fier

Ontology loadOntology(Identifier identifier)

Returns a Ontology object corre-
sponding to the identifier from the reposi-
tory

Set<Ontology> loadAllOntologys()

Returns a set of all Ontology ob-
jects from the repository
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Table 7: Non WMSMO Resource Manager Interface
Method Summary

void saveMessage(Context Context, MessageId mes-

sageId, String message)

Save a message received or being
sent from WSMX. The messageId is gener-
ated by the execution semantics.

Set<Context > getContexts()

Get all contexts in the repository.
Contexts are used to ideentify instances of
execution semantics.

Set<MessageId> getMessageIds(Context context)

Get all message identifiers for a spe-
cific context.

Map <Context, Set <MessageId>> getMessageIds(Set <Object>searchTerms, boolean

conjunctive)

Gets a map of contexts to sets of
message ids where the map matches the
searchterms joined using the conjunctive in
the input parameters

Set <MessageID> getMessageIds(Context context,

Set<Object>searchTerms, boolean conjunctive)

Gets a set of MessageIds for mes-
sages in the specified context where the set
matches the searchterms joined using the
conjunctive in the input parameters

Map<MessageId, String> load(Context context)

Gets a map of messageIds to the as-
sociated messages (as strings) correspond-
ing to the specified context

String load(Context context, MessageId messageId)

Gets the string content of the mes-
sage corresponding to the specified context
and the messageId

Map<Context, Map<MessageId, String>> loadAll()

Get a map conatining all mes-
sageIds and the corresponding message
strings for the specified context

void registerWSDL(Context context, Goal goal, WSDL-

Document wsdlDocument)

Register the WSDL document for
the specified goal and context

WSDLDocument getWSDL(Context context, Goal goal)

Get the WSDL document corre-
sponding to the specified goal and context
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Table 8: WSDL Resource Manager Interface
Method Summary

void registerWSDL(WebService webService, WSDLDocu-

ment wsdlDocument)

Register a WebService with an as-
sociated WSDL document

WSDLDocument getWSDL(WebService webService)

Get the WSDL document for the
specified Webservice

void deregisterWSDL(WebService webService)

Dereigter the WSDL document
from the specified WebService

Table 9: Service Discovery Interface
Method Summary

List <WebService> discover(Goal goal)

Calls discovery providing a Goal
and expects result as a (possibly empty)
list of WebServices

Table 10: Selection Interface
Method Summary

WebService select(Collection<WebService> services, Prefer-

ences preferences)

Selects Web Service based on Pref-
erences

Table 11: Negotiation Interface
Method Summary

List<WebService>select(Collection<WebService> services, Prefer-

ences preferences)

Negottiate with Web Services to
find Web Services that can deliver a spe-
cific product or service

Table 12: Data Mediator Interface
Method Summary

Map<Identifiable,

List<Identifiable>>

mediateData(Ontology sourceOntology, Ontology

targetOntology, Set<Identifiable> data)

Calls the mediator for a target and
source ontology and a set of identifiables
representing data instances that need to
be mediated. The method returns the me-
diated data as a map between the initial
(source) instances and the mediated data
(the instances in terms of target ontology).

List<Identifiable> mediate(Ontology sourceOntology, Ontology targe-

tOntology, Identifiable data)

Transforms a give source ontology
instance into instances of the target ontol-
ogy.
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Table 13: Process Mediator Interface
Method Summary

Map<Identifier>,

List<Identifiable>>

generate(Identifier sourceOntology, Identifier targe-

tOntology, Set<Identifiable> data)

Generates a list of identifiable of the
concepts/instances to be sent to either of
the two involved parties and returns the
identifier of the choreography instance of
the partner that needs to receive some mes-
sages, together with the list of identifiable
objects containing the actual information;
each of the two partners may receive one
or more messages

Map<Identifier>,

List<Identifiable>>

generate(Ontology sourceOntology, Ontology targe-

tOntology, Set<Identifiable> data)

Generates a list of identifiable of the
concepts/instances to be sent to either of
the two involved parties and returns the
identifier of the choreography instance of
the partner that needs to receive some mes-
sages, together with the list of identifiable
objects containing the actual information;
each of the two partners may receive one
or more messages

Map<Identifier>,

List<Identifiable>>

generate(Choreography sourceChoreography, Chore-

ography targetChoreography, Set<Identifiable>

data)

Generates a list of identifiable of the
concepts/instances to be sent to either of
the two involved parties and returns the
identifier of the choreography instance of
the partner that needs to receive some mes-
sages, together with the list of identifiable
objects containing the actual information;
each of the two partners may receive one
or more messages

Table 14: Invoker Interface
Method Summary

void invoke(WebService service, List<Identifiable> data,

Axiom operation)

Invoke the Web service using the
list of identifiables as objects and the spec-
ified operation as the WSDL operation to
be used.
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Table 15: Receiver Interface
Method Summary

Context receive(WSMLDocument wsmlMessage, Context

context)

Receive a WSML message corre-
sponding to a particular converation con-
text if one exists. If this is the first message
in a conversation, the context is created by
WSMX and returned to the WSMX client.
Otherwise the value of the returned con-
text is the same as the value of the context
passed as an input parameter.

Table 16: Choreography Engine Interface
Method Summary

void registerChoreography(Goal goal)

When a goal is received, the chore-
ography instance of the requestor needs to
be registered

void registerChoreography(WebService webService)

When a WS that satisfy a certain
goal is discovered, an instance of its chore-
ography needs to be registered.

void updateState(URI origin, Identifiable message)

Attempt to update the internal
state of the choreography engine and deter-
mine if the received message from a given
origin results in a valid next state. If it
doesn’t, this method throws a subclass of
ComponentExcetion that carries more in-
formation why the resulting state is not a
valid one ie if we expect to get creditcard
data from the client next but receive loca-
tion information instead.

Table 17: Choreography Engine Interface
Method Summary

Set<Identifiable> parse(WSMLDocument wsmlDocument)

Parse the received WSML into cor-
responding WSMO4j objects.


